
Physiological adaptations to the combined training of muscular strength and aerobic work 

 

Many studies suggest that the development of muscle strength has a positive response in the 

sports performance of distance runners. Strength training and distance runners has gained a lot of 

interest in recent years and there are many authors  that advise the inclusion of strength training 

to improve muscle strength and with it the race economy and performance. 

 

Many of these studies conclude that strength training combined with aerobic exercises from low 

to high intensity and plyometric have a great benefit on the performance and that improvement is 

based on the increase in the career economy, the speed and neuromuscular characteristics of the 

skeletal muscles. 

 

However, just like my colleagues  MSc. Federico Pisani and MSc. Daniel Cordero expressed in their 

respective conferences held in a seminar for runners held recently in Venezuela, there must be a 

minimum knowledge of the physiological bases that intervene when these qualities are trained in 

isolation, as well as a greater understanding of the changes that occur when training strength and 

resistance to same time within the context of the training macrocycle, which will be essential to 

the time to prescribe training that minimizes the interferences of one quality over the other. 

 

In the same seminar, when I had to present my dissertation I summarized the resistance as a 

quality that opposes fatigue and the processes of fatigue that are generated from it and to be able 

to sustain prolonged efforts to certain physical demands.  

This quality is influenced by several factors: physiological, mechanical and tactical, the most 

reported in the literature are the maximum oxygen consumption, the anaerobic threshold and the 

running economy without much reference to neuromuscular development.  

However, recent years have shown great interest in the study of muscle strength and its influence 

on athletic performance in distance runners. If we see strength as a manifestation of sports 

training, it could be synthesized as the individual's ability to overcome, withstand and oppose a 

resistance or exercise an external force through the participation of their muscles, and 

physiologically it could be defined as the ability to generate  intramuscular tension to overcome a 

load through muscle contractions regulated by nervous  stimuli, which will be determined by 

biostructural factors, such as the level of muscle hypertrophy, the proportion and composition of 

muscle fibers, their contractile, oxidative and other properties, and physical factors related to the 

motor units and their form of recruitment for neuromuscular coordination  of intramuscular and 

intermuscular type, as well as the processes that regulate need for energy supply among others, 

and mechanics that determine the characteristics qualitative properties of the contractile muscle, 

its elasticity, contraction speed, etc. 

 

There have been many attempts by coaches to integrate the different kinds of training and thus 

stimulate the greatest amount of physical qualities in the sessions of training. 

 

Hence the emergence of terms such as concurrent training and conjugate training that they refer 

to conceptualize the combined exercises of resistance and muscular strength in a training session. 



 

Concurrent training can be defined as the coordinated integration exercises of resistance with 

muscular strength exercises and the results obtained by that combination do not are compatible 

since there is no simultaneous activation of cell markers that cause optimal anabolic and 

resistance responses. 

 

When performing this combination of resistance and strength exercises there is an effect of 

interference, so it is very important to understand it and thus be able to integrate them properly. 

 

Some studies have suggested two hypotheses to clarify as one of these qualities overlap the other 

one when they are training simultaneously; the chronic and acute hypothesis. 

 

The chronic hypothesis refers to the fact that skeletal muscle cannot adapt metabolically or 

morphologically simultaneously to force-induced stimuli muscular and resistance when both 

qualities are trained at the same time, so suggest that this is due to the form of recruitment of the 

muscle fibers, the way the muscle is hypertrophied, so it can be concluded that the resistance 

training of high intensity modify the components that control the rapid and explosive force. Also I 

know considers that muscle strength training causes an increase in the testosterone concentration 

during and after exercise and endurance training produces an increase in cortisol levels after 

exercise, although not yet can accurately define the inhibitory mechanism of muscle strength 

during the training. 

 

On the other hand, the acute hypothesis maintains that the fatigue produced by the training of 

resistance influences the quality of muscle strength training and inhibits its adaptive response  

during concurrent training which affects the ability of the muscle to develop tension during muscle 

strength training, and it is considered that neuromuscular depletion, lactate accumulation, 

reduction of glycogen in tissues they increase that condition. 

 

The research obtained from the studies can be grouped into two groups to determine how the 

interference of resistance affects muscle strength. 

 

Those that suggest evidence about affectations to the development of muscular strength, and that 

sustain that after concurrent training the increase in muscle strength is more limited that when 

this capacity is trained in isolation due to incompatibilities that are produced by both workouts 

and recommend separating both types of training when looking for maximum muscle strength 

development. 

 

And the other group that make up those investigations that provide a physiological basis to ensure 

that concurrent training does not affect the development of muscle strength. 

 

For that, they provide results that show increases in the levels of the parameters neuromuscular 

and explosive force. 

 

Most research indicates that adaptations to resistance work during the concurrent training have a 

positive effect on running performance, the economy of race, lactate threshold, speed and aerobic 

potency, without affecting the VO2Max, at the same time to reduce the work time per training 

session. 

 



Coaches and physical trainers should seek measures to reduce such interference, focusing on the 

orientation, organization, type, and optimal time of application of the combined training, 

especially with a optimal recovery time after the strength stimuli for the application of muscle 

strength training. Having in account factors such as training volume, movement mechanics, 

frequency of training among others. 

 

The frequency of training will have an effect on the individual's adaptive response. Very high 

frequencies that can reach up to six days per week limit the gains of muscle strength, and a low 

frequency of less than twice a week will increase strength maximum as if it were an exclusive 

training of muscular strength. The optimal application time of combined training should be 

between six to twelve weeks to diminish the possible negative effect of one quality on another 

and to induce an improvement of maximum oxygen consumption and maximum strength. 


